
Share Price PerformancePrice (IDR) 5,25052- Week High (11/02/16) 5,90052- Week Low (02/03/16) 3,50052- Week Beta 1.09YTD Change/% 31.23%
Stock InformationMarket Cap (IDR Bn) 8,266.8Share Out/Float (M) 1,660.0/ 730.4

Financial Highlights 2014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018FNet Revenue (IDR Bn) 11,822 12,833 13,869 15,610 18,195
   % growth 8.5% 8.1% 12.6% 16.6%Gross Profit (IDR Bn) 5,469.6 5,782.7 6,337.1 7,155.5 8,376.8Net Profit (IDR Bn) 78.2 30.1 175.0 287.5 381.3
   % growth -61.5% 481.5% 64.3% 32.6%EV/ EBITDA (x) 10.5 8.6 8.5 8.2 6.9Gross Margin (%) 46.3% 45.1% 45.7% 45.8% 46.0%Net Margin (%) 0.7% 0.2% 1.3% 1.8% 2.1%Return on Equity (%) 3.2% 1.1% 5.7% 8.7% 10.6%Return on Assets (%) 0.9% 0.3% 1.8% 2.8% 3.5%
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We initiate coverage on PT Mitra Adiperkasa Tbk (MAPI) as a BUY with
52-week target price of IDR 6,050, derived via DCF valuation with WACC:
10.2% and Terminal Growth: 3.2%. Coming on the heels of a strong 3Qperformance, the strengthening of the US Dollar (currently at ~IDR13,550/USD) halted MAPI’s momentum. As MAPI’s COGS is made up of roughly 60%imported products, news of the strengthening Dollar provided the impressionthat MAPI’s performance in 2017 may be hampered. MAPI’s demise howeverhas been overstated taking into account that only 30% of the imported COGSis denominated in dollars. We view MAPI as being well positioned to deal withany inflationary pressures caused by the surging Dollar, taking into accountthe recent weakness displayed by the EUR and GBP which account for theother 70% of MAPI’s imported COGS. In addition, we are encouraged byMAPI’s intentions of placing greater emphasis into its F & B business segmentwhich has proved to be the top performer amongst all its segments this year.
Margin Improvement. Across the board, MAPI has improved marginssubstantially as Gross, EBITDA, EBIT and Net Profit margins have improvedby 50, 260, 230 & 100bps respectively. Margin improvements can beattributed to several factors including 1) Less discounting in MAPI’s specialtystores helped by the temporary strengthening of the Rupiah during 3Q16, 2)Aggressive closures for non-performing stores as management have closed~230 specialty stores as well as Debenhams department store in LippoKemang, and 3) Improved inventory management as inventory days havecome down from 167 days (as of 2015) to 160 days currently.
Return of the F & B. With a greater focus placed on expanding their F & Bnetwork in place, MAPI has seen the SSSG for their F & B line improve from4.2% (as of 2015) to 10% (through 9M16).  Part of MAPI’s strategy involvesincreasing their F & B presence in office buildings and hospitals, focusingparticularly on Starbucks outlets which according to management remainsone of their least price sensitive brands. With ~10,000sqm in CAPEX set for2017, Starbucks remains one of MAPI’s most resilient brands providingoptimism that MAPI will be able to pass on any inflationary pressures causedby the strengthening Dollar to its customers without compromising sales.
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Current Price: IDR 5,250

52-Week Target Price:  IDR 6,050

PT Mitra Adiperkasa Tbk operated department
stores and specialty stores selling in a broad range of
goods including clothing, toys, food and other
merchandise.

Please see important disclaimer and disclosure at the end of the document
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MAPI Retail PresencePT Mitra Adiperkasa Tbk (MAPI), with a total of more than 55 subsidiaries under its shareholding structure has 44% ofits share free floated with the rest being owned by PT Satya Mulia Gema Gemilang. Included within their exclusiveportfolio are some of the most recognizable global brands such as Starbucks, Zara, Sephora and TopShop. Since goingpublic in 2014, MAPI has expanded its retail network across Indonesia as the company currently operates 1,528specialty stores, 331 F & B stores, 59 department stores and 3 Kinokuniya bookstores (listed as others).
Revenue Contribution by Region
By RegionJakarta 68%Rest of Java 16%Bali 6%Sumatera & Batam 5%Kalimantan 1%Sulawesi 2%Papua, Nusa Tenggara, Maluku <1%
By SegmentSpecialty Stores 68%Department Stores 18%Food & Beverage 12%Others 2%
MAPI currently operates 32 department stores with an average retail space of ~6,300sqm. Currently, MAPI’s departmentstores contribute around ~20% from total sales of the company, this figure however has deteriorated substantially astheir department stores have been amongst the weakest performers with SSSG’s of 0%/ 1% /-2% through 3M16/ 6M16/9M16 2016. This includes the recent store closure of Debenhams in Lippo Kemang, which has only been operational forless than 3 years. Aside from direct sales of MAPI’s house brands, the company also receives ~30% worth of commissionfrom consignment sales, with consignment sales equating to more than 70% of products available in MAPI’s departmentstores.Moving on to 2017, the company plans to add between 1 –2 new department stores with CAPEX set for 20,000 sqm(~IDR 10mn per sqm) as the company attempts to improve its department store business. While encouraging,management also informs us that one of its department stores Lotus is currently under review for potential closure dueto underperformance.

MAPI Department Stores

MAP Retail Network as of Oct' 16Department StoresSogo 16Debenhams 2Seibu 1Galeries Lafayette 1Lotus 5Alun-Alun Indonesia 7
Total Department Stores 32SupermarketThe Foodhall Supermarket 27

Data Department Store SSSG YTD

Source: Company Data Source: Company Data

-4%-2%0%2%4%6%8%10%12%14%

3M13 6M13 9M13 12M13 3M14 6M14 9M14 12M14 3M15 6M15 9M15 12M15 3M16 6M16 9M16
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In parallel with the company’s COGS of which 60% is made up of im-ported products, MAP derives demand for its products by operatingamongst the middle to high end income class of Indonesia. On average,MAP accounts for more than 30% of retail space in popular malls acrossIndonesia’s most populated cities including Plaza Indonesia, Grand In-donesia, Plaza Senayan and Senayan City. Overall, MAPI’s presence inIndonesia covers 68 cities including the regions of Sumatera, Batam,Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Bali, Papua and Java. Unlike other retailers how-ever, MAPI’s sales contribution from outer regions are minimal as theJava (including Jakarta) region contributes to more than 84% of netsales.
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MAPI Specialty StoresThe competition amongst Specialty Store chain operators remains oneof the strongest within the Indonesian retail market. Amongst MAPI’smain competitors in the segment includes PT Gilang Agung Perkasaoperating high end brands such as Givenchy, La Senza, BananaRepublic etc. and PT Transfashion Indonesia operating global brandslike Aigner, Emporio Armani, Giorgio Armani, Hugo Boss etc. Addingonto this, the arrival of H&M and UNIQLO onto the retail scene hasintensified the competition to a greater degree as the middle-to-upperincome class now have more choices than ever when it comes tofashion choices.Despite this, MAPI has been able to maintain SSSG levels at around10% since 2013, with the exception of 2014 where all retailerssuffered due to the fall in national spending power and witnessed theemergence of the online retail market in Indonesia. Through 9M16,specialty store SSSG stands at 6% up from 3% as of 9M15.MAPI’s main advantage aside from its unparalleled brand portfolio,comes from the company’s recent rollout of MAPI Club cards which todate have over 1.2 million members. The MAPI Club card works byallowing customers to collect and use point for shopping in all ofMAPI’s network with ease. Currently, ~68% of MAPI’s revenue comesfrom its specialty stores compared to ~18% from department storesand 12% from F & B.Moving forward, management plans to continue its aggressiveopening of its specialty stores with 30,000sqm expansion set for 2017.Additionally, management have also been quick to close non-performing stores as the company have closed more than 330specialty stores this year.

MAP Specialty Stores as of Oct' 2016
Active SportsSports Station 327Planet Sports                          40Golf House                          37The Athlete's Foot                          29Payless                          61Other Concepts                        293
Total Active Sports                        787
Active KidsKidz Station 74Oshkosh B'Gosh                          10Levi's                          29Carter's                             1
 Total Active Kids                        114
Active Lifestyle Travelogue                             6
 Total Active Lifestyle                             6
Fashion Lifestyle TUMI                             9Samsonite 46American Tourister 5Swatch 29
 Total Active Lifestyle                          89
Fashion FootwearStaccato 25Nine West 9Linea 9Camper 3Steve Madden 5
 Total Active Lifestyle                          51

Data

Source: Company Data

MAPI Food & BeverageMAPI’s F & B has, by far, been the company’s strongest performer in terms of sales growth with SSSG levels having beenin double digits throughout the year. The biggest contributor has been its Starbucks franchise which currently has 264operational stores throughout Indonesia. Unlike other segments in the retail market, Starbucks remains resilient thoughthere are competitors from the likes of Coffee Bean with 48 stores and Maxx Coffee with 47 stores. Starbucks’dominance in the coffee shop segment is such that MAPI is able to pass on any inflationary pressures without suffering asignificant drop in sales revenues. Rolling forward, MAPI’s expansion plan revolves around the opening of moreStarbucks stores in office buildings and hospitals as the consumption of Starbucks has become almost synonymous withthat of having a cup of coffee.Continuing with MAPI’s expansion plans on F & B business, the company recently announced news that GeneralAtlantic, a leading global growth equity firm, has subscribed for IDR1.08 triliion in zero-coupon bonds issued by MAP,which are convertible into shares in its food & beverage subsidiary, PT MAPI Boga Adiperkasa (MBA). MBA currentlyoperates five F& B chains in Indonesia including Starbucks, Pizza Express, Krispy Kreme, Cold Stone Creamery andGodiva totalling more than 300 stores.

November 30th, 2016
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MAPI vs. Foreign CurrenciesMAPI’s exclusive business portfolio containing a collection of internationally recognized brands has resulted in thecompany being very sensitive to foreign currency movements in relation to the Rupiah. Approximately 60% of MAPI’sCOGS is imported out of which 30% is denominated in USD, 30% in GBP and the rest (40%) in EUR. Taking into accountthe USD/ IDR movement this year, MAPI was one of the beneficiaries from strengthening IDR especially during 2Q-3Q16.With that said, the strengthening of the USD as a result of the recent US Presidential Elections has flipped our forecastswith the expectation that the IDR is likely to continue to weaken against the Dollar possibly reaching IDR14,000/ USDheading into 2017. On the other side of things, any losses in relation to the USD has the potential to be offset by theweakening EUR as a result of BREXIT. Furthermore, 2017 is also set to be the year of elections in the EU as voters in 75%of the euro-area economy will be going to the polls over the next 12 months in a series of elections that could redraw thecontinent’s political map. All in all there will be polls taking place in Netherlands, France, Germany, Austria and Italy withthe latter set to hold a referendum to discuss potential plans to exit the EU.Additionally, strengthening of the USD could also be beneficial for MAPI as the company has more than IDR 38bn in USDcurrency stored in third party banks, potentially acting as a buffer in the event that the USD/IDR escalates over IDR14,000.
Cash & Cash Equivalents (IDR Bn) as of 9M16Cash on Hand 20.84Cash in Banks - third partiesIndonesian Rupiah 454.66US Dollar 38.33Singapore Dollar 1.46Vietnam Dong 17.99Thailand Baht 3.38Other Foreign Currencies 4.44
Total Cash in Banks 520.27

Total Cash & Cash Equivalents 541.11

MAPI Cash Data

MAPI Cross BordersIncreasing their retail presence outside of Indonesia, MAPI recently opened the first ZARA store in Vietnam with a totalretail space of ~2400sqm. This added onto the Payless stores already operational in Singapore as well as the Active Kidsstores in Thailand. To date, management informs us that the sales performance of ZARA in Vietnam has alreadysurpassed that of an average ZARA store in Indonesia, contributing >4% of specialty store sales overall.
MAPI E-CommerceComplementing the company’s presence in Indonesia is MAPI’s very own e-commerce platform MAPeMALL.com. Sincethe official launch on 18th February 2016, the e-commerce initiative has delivered <1% from total sales as retailersacross Indonesia have begun to approach the threat of e-commerce by utilizing it as an additional point of sales.

Averaged USD, GBP, EUR vs IDR by Quarter

Period USD/IDR GBP/IDR EUR/IDR1Q14 11829 19575 162072Q14 11615 19556 159313Q14 11755 19627 155764Q14 12250 19390 152971Q15 12801 19390 144172Q15 13128 20133 145353Q15 13852 21452 154154Q15 13764 20873 150751Q16 13521 19366 149262Q16 13313 18865 148383Q16 13129 17242 14656
Source: Company Data Source: Company Data, Sinarmas  Investment Research
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Revenue Contribution by Segment

-2%0%2%4%6%8%10%12%14%16%

Combined SSSG Department StoresSpecialty Stores F & B

2,600 2,763 2,793 2,851 2,986
7,711 8,493 9,215 10,341 12,210

1,550 1,561 1,878 2,431 3,0792014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018F
Department Stores Specialty Stores Food & Beverage

Cash Flow

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research, Company data Source: Sinarmas Investment Research

Profitability Margins SSSG YTD

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research, Company data Source: Sinarmas Investment Research

ROE & ROA Debt to Equity

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research, Company data Source: Sinarmas Investment Research
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9.1% 8.6% 9.8% 10.5% 10.7%
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2014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018FOperating Profit Margin EBITDA Margin Net Profit Margin
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Catalysts

Offsetting the DollarHistorically MAPI’s profitability can often be directly correlated with fluctuations of the Rupiah against major foreigncurrencies such as the EUR, GBP and USD. The 3 currencies in order contribute to 40%,30% and 30% of MAPI’s importedCOGS making the company highly sensitive to movements of the Rupiah vs. these currencies. Taking into example from2014 to 2015 the average USD/IDR exchange rate rose from ~IDR 11,880 to ~13,100 resulting in sharp declines inMAPI’s profitability. Specifically EBIT and net profit both declined by –2%/ -62% yoy, representing the weakest year forMAPI as net income drastically declined between the years 2013 to 2015 from IDR 327.8 (2013) to IDR 30.1bn (2015).

Bottom line margins decline by 320bps from 2013 to 2015 as to go along with the weakening Dollar, inflation levels wereat its peak severely hampering the purchasing power levels of  consumers. The drop in purchasing power levels forcedthe company into offering more discounts for products in specialty stores as competition amongst the specialty storesspiked up with the arrivals of foreign brands including H&M and UNIQLO.Turning the calendar over from 2015, MAPI have been able to take advantage of the relatively stronger Rupiah as USD/IDR  went as low as IDR12,900/USD between Q2-Q3 this year resulting in an EBIT return of IDR 232bn for 3Q16. In thesame period, the EUR & GBP also declined against the Rupiah averaging around IDR 17,200/GBP and IDR 14,650/EUR in3Q16. This represented the best return for any quarter since 2013 while SSSG levels also improved with the exception ofthe department stores. With the recent surge of the Dollar however, sentiments of MAPI’s demise have been overstatedas we argue that with only 20% of MAPI’s COGS denominated in USD, MAPI weakness to the Dollar will be offset in twoways. Firstly with the current issues surrounding the EUR and GBP post BREXIT and pre-polling in 2017, potentialweakening in either of these two currencies will be to MAPI’s gain especially considering one of MAPI’s best performingbrands ZARA is imported directly from Europe. Secondly, management informs us that with the USD/IDR having reachedIDR 14,500, the company was able to maintain revenue growth by simply passing on rising import prices onto itscustomers for the less price sensitive brands including high end brands such as TUMI, Sephora and prices Starbuckscoffee shops. Moving forward, we bullishly forecast the company will be able to improve bottom line margins by 60bpswhile improving EBIT margins by 100bps for 2017.

USD, GBP & EUR vs. MAPI EBIT

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research
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Source: Sinarmas Investment Research, Company Data
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Improved Inventory Management.Coming to the end of the company’s expansionary phase between 2011 to 2013 where the company managed to add atotal of more than 224,000sqm in retail space, MAPI has now begun to focus on improving their inventory management.Coming down from its peak of 179 average inventory days in 2013 to the current figure at 160 days, the improvedinventory management has also come as a result of the aggressive move by management to close non-performing stores.To date, the company has closed ~330 specialty stores to go along with 1 Debenhams department store in LippoKemang. Additionally the company has been able to improve this by also cutting down on the discounting practicesperformed in 2015, improving margins drastically at the top line as we forecast gross margins to improve by +60bps for2016 and +10bps in 2017. Rolling along we conservatively set inventory days to remain at its current levels of 160 dayswhile maintaining SSSG levels close to the levels reported through 9M16.

Return of the F & B.Bouncing back from its weak performance in 2015, the F &B segment of MAPI’s portfolio has shined bright this yearrelative to the other business segments run by MAP. Through the first three quarters this year, SSSG levels have beenstrong at 14%, 10% and 10% through 3M, 6M and 9M 2016 respectively. The particular highlight being the serious lackof competition for Starbucks in terms of store presence across Indonesia. Run by one of the companies subsidiaries MBA(Mitra Boga Adiperkasa), there are currently 264 operational Starbucks coffee shops spread throughout Indonesiacompared to only 48 Coffee Bean outlets and 47 Maxx Coffee Outlets. Starbucks’ remarkable presence is supported bythe inelastic nature of its products as management informs us that Starbucks remains one of the products in whichinflationary pressures can be passed on to the customers without causing a significant fall in sales.While possessing the ability to pass on inflationary hikes, the company do still offer discounts via their long standing freeupsize for BCA credit card holders along with seasonal Buy 1—Get 1 promotions for new products or via promotions onsocial media applications such as LINE. Promotion discounts, however, vary depending on the outlets location with theusual discounts not applicable for the Starbucks outlet located in the Soekarno International Airport. Adding to that, theoutlet at Hatta Airport also vary their price schemes charging a premium between 16-19% for all of the outlets products.Included in next years 30,000sqm worth of Capex for specialty stores, MAPI aims to open 50-60 stores/ year up from 30stores/ year bringing the total number of outlets to more than 460 by the end of 2018. Encouraged by the aggressiveplans laid out, we have also been informed that funding will not be an issue with IDR 350bn (cash) currently availableresulting from General Atlantic’s subscription into MAP’s zero coupon bond. The strategy as pointed out by management,will focus on Starbucks opening new outlets in office buildings and hospitals given the high daily demand for coffee.Looking ahead, we estimate MAPI’s F &B business to post SSSG levels of 10%, in line with 9M16 levels.

161 182 177 170 160 160 160
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Source: Sinarmas Investment Research
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Potential Changes in Corporate Tax Rules.Between 2013 to 2015 the company shelled out total tax payments equivalent to 32%, 56% and 80% in effective taxrates, significantly higher than the corporate tax rate of 25%. A big reason for this according to management is thatseveral of MAPI’s subsidiaries still run at losses therefore contributing negative net profits to the consolidated earnings.With a potential reduction in corporate tax laws from 25% to ~17.5% in the future, MAPI will definitely seeimprovements in their bottom line earnings. While encouraging for all heavy corporate tax payers, we remainconservative and estimate MAPI will pay an effective tax rate of 45% for this year and next, resulting in bottom lineearnings of IDR 287.5bn in 2017.

Outdated ValuationMAPI currently trades at 8.7x forward EV/EBITDA, below its 3 year average mean and already trading at a discountcompared to the sectors EV/ EBITDA. From a 3 year high of 11x EV/EBITDA, MAPI’s weakened EBIT started in 2014 (-29.3% yoy) during which the Rupiah weakened significantly causing inventory issues, forcing MAPI into conducting amassive inventory wipeout from 2014 till 2015, triggering a de-rating in the valuation. Furthermore, MAPI’s marginswere also compromised due to the heavy discounting period performed from 2014 to 2015. This year however, MAPIhave successfully improved inventory management and have also eliminated heavy discounting. With a greater focus onimproving existing store performances compared to heavy retail expansion, we feel that this should result in greaterEBIT growth moving forward. Looking at MAPI’s performance through 9M16, we view current valuations as beingunreflective of MAPI’s performance but instead more geared towards fears of the surging dollars effect on MAP. Movingforward, we are convinced that MAPI internal growth will more than compensate for any pressures caused by the Dollaras we forecast EBIT of ~IDR 965bn in 2017, signifying yoy growth of 30.4%.

MAPI’s 12-month Forward EV/ EBITDA

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research, Bloomberg
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Potential Risks

Currency RiskWhile we remain bullish MAPI will be able to successfully compensate for any losses related to the surging Dollar,unexpected strengthening by the GBP or by the EUR could dampen the company’s gross margins. Taking the past as ourguide, we estimate that if the Dollar strengthens potentially above IDR14,500 MAPI may see margin contractions by asmuch as 75-100bps on the gross margin level based on the company’s sharp decrease in margins from 49.8% to 45.1%during the time when the Dollar/ Rupiah exchange rate surged from IDR 10,500 to IDR 13,000.
MBA ControlIn addition to the IDR 1.08trn subscription of zero coupon bonds by General Atlantic, management has also informed usthat General Atlantic will also have part operational control in MBA via the addition of three board members. WhileGeneral Atlantic itself comes with a strong reputation for supporting the growth of retail companies such as Tory Burchor most recently UBER, we assume that the company will require a readjustment period seeing that strategic growthdecisions may require more time if the operational views of MAPI and General Atlantic differ.
Department Stores DeclineContinuing with the decline of its department stores, SSSG through 9M16 has fallen to –2% mainly due to the weakperformances of Debenhams, Galleries Lafayette and Lotus, this despite the resilient performance of SOGO. In light ofthis, management informs us of their plans to potentially close or re-layout some of its department stores depending onlocation. In addition, management will also replace some of the non-performing brands with the hopes of increasing foottraffic in its department stores. While management ‘s intentions are encouraging, we see limited upside to MAPI’sdepartment stores in 2017 given that the company is likely to go through several more store closures in addition to storerevamps which is likely affect sales growth hence we estimate department stores SSSG to be at 1% for 2017.
Further Store ClosuresTaking into account the severe underperformance for some of MAPI’s department stores, management has informed usfor its plans to potentially close more stores in 2017. Long term underperformers such as Lotus (currently 5 operationalstores) are likely to be closed in addition to several specialty stores in Lippo Kemang Village following the exit ofDebenhams which has now been replaced by Matahari Department Store (LPPF). Moving forward we have assumed 1—2 department store closures in our model, while assuming the addition of 2 new department stores in 2017.

November 30th, 2016
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Source: Sinarmas Investment Research

Retail SSSG Trends

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research
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Our ConclusionTo summarize, MAPI’s strength compared to other retailers will always be centered around the company’s unrivalledbusiness portfolio and massive retail network. MAPI’s resilient business model and customer base also puts them in thebest position to overcome economic adversities as target customers are less sensitive towards economic hardshipscompared to fellow retailers. Taking a closer look into all of MAPI’s business segments, the F & B segment in our viewrepresents MAPI’s biggest upside potential for growth. In particular, we forecast Starbucks will prove to be the mainsource for growth.  With no other serious competitors in the market, the price inelastic nature of Starbucks’ products islikely to translate into continued growth.While bullish on MAPI’s F &B segment, we view its department stores as having limited upside. With a greater preferencetowards brand loyalty rather than store loyalty, MAPI’s high end customers are more likely to shop either in specialtystores or abroad as they attempt to look for the latest fashion trends not usually present in department stores. We expectany drags by the department stores to be more than compensated by the continuing growth of its F & B and specialtystores business. From a valuation standpoint, MAPI will no doubt always be sensitive to foreign currency movements dueto the companies product mix. While there exists a very strong chance for the USD/IDR to break the IDR 14,000threshold in 2017, MAPI’s previous experience of handling currency depreciations should not be discounted from theissue and as such we are confident the continue will continue to progress regardless of the currency situation in 2017.

Financial Highlights (IDR Bn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018F

MAP Retail Network   Department Stores 57 59 59 60 61   Specialty Stores 1,525 1,593 1,529 1,679 1,779   Food & Beverage 287 283 333 383 433   Others 3 3 3 3 3
SSSG   Department Stores 9% 6% -1% 1% 1%   Specialty Stores 4% 11% 9% 9% 9%   Food & Beverage 12% 4% 10% 11% 11%   Others 15% 7% -7% -7% -7%
Combined 5% -2% 3% 5% 5%Gross Sales 12,082.86 13,043.07 14,152.23 15,929.00 18,566.65

   % growth 8% 9% 13% 17%

Net Sales 11,822.11 12,832.80 13,869.22 15,610.45 18,195.35
   % growth 9% 8% 13% 17%

Net Profit 78.21 30.10 175.00 287.49 381.29
   % growth -62% 482% 64% 33%

  net profit Margin 0.7% 0.2% 1.3% 1.8% 2.1%
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Appendix I: Financial Statements

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research

Balance Sheet (IDR Bn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018FCash & Cash Equivalents 512.7 503.9 665.1 513.8 343.3Accounts Receivable 359.2 334.4 380.0 384.9 448.7Other Receivables 136.9 233.6 303.7 334.1 367.5Inventory 3,203.4 3,356.5 3,301.8 3,706.3 4,304.0Other Current Assets 949.9 1,267.8 1,477.0 1,638.3 1,536.6Investment Properties 87.5 235.8 231.0 226.5 222.0Property, Plant & Equipment 2,548.2 2,437.9 2,413.5 2,380.9 2,345.8Other Non-Current Assets 903.1 1,113.1 1,319.7 1,446.1 1,629.3Total Assets 8,700.8 9,482.9 10,091.8 10,630.9 11,197.2Account Payables 1,725.8 1,766.5 1,763.4 1,956.3 2,271.8Other Current Liabilities 548.6 587.4 609.4 828.0 937.9Other Non-Current Liabilities 467.9 498.3 524.2 552.9 587.9Gross Debt 3,425.7 3,655.9 4,014.1 3,833.3 3,653.3Total Liabilities 6,168.0 6,508.0 6,911.1 7,170.6 7,450.9Total Equity 2,532.8 2,974.9 3,180.7 3,460.3 3,746.3
Income Statement (IDR Bn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018FRevenues 12,082.9 13,043.1 14,152.2 15,929.0 18,566.6   Department Stores 2,600.4 2,762.6 2,839.5 2,944.8 3,080.3   Specialty Stores 7,711.0 8,493.5 9,215.4 10,340.8 12,209.5   Food & Beverage 1,550.1 1,560.7 1,877.7 2,430.6 3,078.9   Others 221.4 226.3 219.7 212.8 197.9Net Sales 11,822.1 12,832.8 13,869.2 15,610.5 18,195.4Cost of Goods Sold (6,352.5) (7,050.1) (7,532.2) (8,454.9) (9,818.6)Operating Expense (4,938.3) (5,260.1) (5,596.8) (6,190.4) (7,157.0)Depreciation (547.9) (578.9) (624.9) (670.8) (719.9)Operating Profit 531.3 522.6 740.3 965.1 1,219.8EBITDA 1,079.2 1,101.5 1,365.2 1,636.0 1,939.7Income before Tax 177.7 148.1 318.2 522.7 693.3Tax Expense (99.5) (118.0) (143.2) (235.2) (312.0)Net Profit 78.2 30.1 175.0 287.5 381.3

  net profit growth -76% -62% 482% 64% 33%

Appendix II: Valuation

WACC 10.2% NPV/ Share (Rp) 6,050Cost of Debt 10.5% Cost of Equity 13.1% Number of shares 1.66Tax Rate 25.0% RfR 7.0% Current Price 5,250.00After tax cost of debt 7.9% Beta 1.10 ETR(%) 15.2%% of debt 55.8% Market Risk Premium 5.5% Terminal Growth 3.20%% of equity 44.2% Terminal Multiple 14.82
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Financial Ratios 2014 2015 2016E 2017F 2018FProfitabilityROE 3.2% 1.1% 5.7% 8.7% 10.6%ROA 0.9% 0.3% 1.8% 2.8% 3.5%Gross Profit Margin 46.3% 45.1% 45.7% 45.8% 46.0%Operating Profit Margin 4.5% 4.1% 5.3% 6.2% 6.7%EBITDA Margin 9.1% 8.6% 9.8% 10.5% 10.7%Net Profit Margin 0.7% 0.2% 1.3% 1.8% 2.1%
ValuationEPS 47.11 18.13 105.42 173.19 229.69P/E 111.43 289.58 49.80 30.31 22.86EV/EBITDA 10.51 8.58 8.51 8.17 6.88
LiquidityCurrent Ratio 1.34 1.73 1.38 1.38 1.37Quick Ratio 0.26 0.33 0.30 0.26 0.23Cash Conversion Cycle 84.62 89.27 84.47 88.71 90.41
ActivityReceivables  turnover 25.96 24.12 22.16 22.26 23.71  days 10.22 9.86 10.00 9.00 9.00Inventories  turnover 2.07 2.15 2.26 2.41 2.45  days 176.54 169.81 160.00 160.00 160.00Payables  turnover 3.57 4.04 4.27 4.55 4.64  days 102.15 90.40 85.53 80.29 78.59
Asset Turnover 2.46 2.36 2.35 2.46 2.68Fixed Asset Turnover 4.68 5.15 5.72 6.51 7.70

NWC Turnover 6.75 6.21 6.33 6.66 6.84SolvencyDebt Equity Ratio 135% 123% 126% 111% 98%Interest Coverage 1.39 1.31 1.84 2.34 3.10Financial Leverage 3.30 3.18 3.12 3.03 2.92

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research

Appendix III: Financial Ratios
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DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared by PT Sinarmas Sekuritas, an affiliate of Sinarmas Group.

This material is: (i) created based on information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or
complete, and it should not be relied upon as such; (ii) for your private information, and we are not soliciting any action
based upon it; (iii) not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security.

Opinions expressed are current opinions as of original publication date appearing on this material and the information,
including the opinions contained herein, is subjected to change without notice. The analysis contained herein is based on
numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the
preparation of this publication may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other constituencies for the
purpose of gathering, integrating and interpreting market information. Research will initiate, update and cease coverage
solely at the discretion of Sinarmas Research department. If and as applicable, Sinarmas Sekuritas’ investment banking
relationships, investment banking and non-investment banking compensation and securities ownership, if any, are specified
in disclaimers and related disclosures in this report. In addition, other members of Sinarmas Group may from time to time
perform investment banking or other services (including acting as advisor, manager or lender) for, or solicit investment
banking or other business from companies under our research coverage. Further, the Sinarmas Group, and/or its officers,
directors and employees, including persons, without limitation, involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may,
to the extent permitted by law and/or regulation, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell, the securities (including
ownership by Sinarmas Group), or derivatives (including options) thereof, of companies under our coverage, or related
securities or derivatives. In addition, the Sinarmas Group, including Sinarmas Sekuritas, may act as market maker and
principal, willing to buy and sell certain of the securities of companies under our coverage. Further, the Sinarmas Group may
buy and sell certain of the securities of companies under our coverage, as agent for its clients.

Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision and, as such, the report
should not be viewed as identifying or suggesting all risks, direct or indirect, that may be associated with any investment
decision. Recipients should not regard this report as substitute for exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of any investments may go down as well as up and you may not get
back the full amount invested.

Sinarmas Sekuritas specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or in part without the written permission
of Sinarmas Sekuritas and Sinarmas Sekuritas accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. If
publication has been distributed by electronic transmission, such as e-mail, then such transmission cannot be guaranteed to
be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain
viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this publication, which
may arise as a result of electronic transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version.

Additional information is available upon request.

Images may depict objects or elements which are protected by third party copyright, trademarks and other intellectual
properties.
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